
PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

Performances can be done by one or two artists together on one apparatus and last 5-15 minutes 
Available Apparatuses: Silks, Hoop, Net, Rope, Trapeze, Sling, Chains, Cube, Orbit, Straps (other "special apparatuses" on request)
The performance can be individually tailored to your event or theme and is usually accompanied by music 
Artists will bring aerial equipment (apparatus and rigging equipment), costume(s) and music in the necessary format 

Rigging Options: 
Easily accessible anchor/hanging point at a height of 3.5 - 7 meters which is rated for a minimum of 900-2200 kg of dynamic
force and certified by a rigger (for insurance purposes) - the higher the room, the more flexible we are with performances
Min. 5 m/16 ft room height and 6 m2 even floor to set up our portable rig (a free standing scafford with 1 rigging point) 

Performance Area must:
have at least 4 meters safety distance around the apparatus
be reasonably clean, safe and free from hazards

Music set-up, lightning (if applicable) and a suitable changing room (for performance preparation and warm up) must be provided

The date and location of your event(s), if already predictable the approximate time(s) of the performance(s)
Details regarding the location: is it an indoor or outdoor event? How high is the room? How big is the performance area? Do you
have a suitable rigging point (see requirements) or do you require a standalone aerial rig? 
If applicable, details to the event and your performance wishes: Has the event a theme or dresscode? Do you prefer a certain
apparatus? How many performers and performances would you like (single/double, one/several performances in one evening...)? 

If the client cancels prior to 8 weeks to the event, the deposit is refunded fully. In case of a cancellation less than 8 weeks prior to
the event, Aerial Silk Vienna will retain the full deposit. If the event is cancelled within 48 hours prior to the performance, the full
show fee has to be covered by the client. 
If the show is cancelled by Aerial Silk Vienna at any point for any reason, the full amount paid is returned to the client. Aerial Silk
Vienna reserves the right to make spontaneous small changes if necessary (e.g. replacement in case of illness/injury of an artist). 

You are planning a party, business event wedding or any other kind of occasion and you're looking for an unforgivable, show-stopping
experience for your guests? Don't worry, we've got you covered!

 
Hard Facts: 

Requirements: 

Costs and Booking: 
Since every event and show is different, we cannot quote a general flatrate. The price for one performance starts at 500€ (plus travel
costs if your event takes place outside of Vienna) per performer. We are happy to provide a personalized cost estimation upon your

performance inquiry via our website or e-mail (office@aerialsilk.at). Please include the following information in your booking request: 
 

After discussing your wishes, you will get an individual offer & contract for your event. We willl send you an invoice for a 50% down
payment, with a 5 days deposit period. As soon as the contract is signed and the deposit arrives, we’ll consider your event booked and

start preparing. After the event is done, you’ll get another invoice for the remaining fee.

Cancellation Policy: 
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